
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You are welcome to contact our company at email: office@acoustic4you.com

along with future post-completion support.
partner, who supports every project from the stage of concept works, to realization of technical actions 
partnership program enables a Chance to extend offer and establish cooperation with a solid and safe 
Discounts and benefits are defined individually, depending on a project and used materials. Joining our 

products. Our products can be applied even in the most advances architectonical projects.
presentations of our products, provide technical advisory in the aspect of applications of specific 
program, we deliver samples of our materials. We constantly cooperate with our partners, perform 
solid and professional assembly.  For designers and architects cooperating within the partnership 
are available on our web site www.acoustic4you.com and www.tockky.com. Our e mployees guarantee 
Sweden, TOCKKY from USA, CORKBEE from Poland. Technical parameters, photo gallery and catalogues 
We offer for sale acoustic panels of such producers like: FKLISTY from Czech Republic, BAUX from 

designers, access to our offer and technical support of our team.
of investment. Partnership program will enable a long-lasting, mutually effective cooperation and foe 
The offer for interior designers covers discounts for our products, technical advisory and also realization 

individual approach, starting from the concept works stage.
beautiful and perfect rooms for comfortable living and work.  We encounter every project with 
products enables us to adjust to the most individual needs of every client. Together we can create 
Our cooperation with interior designers is related with realization of architectural projects. Offer of our 

or sport facilities.
norm refers to any public buildings, such as schools, kindergartens, health care buildings, office buildings 
acoustic norm must be applied obligatory in all newly designed and modernized objects. The acoustic 
force as a set of guidelines, good practices for designers and engineers. Since 2019, guidelines of the 
norm. As a matter of fact, the norm has been implemented already in 2015, however, until now it was in 
acoustics according to the Polish Norm PN-B-02151-04:2015-06, that is the so-called reverberation
We are a company which deals with sale and assembly of products dedicated for improvements of room 

http://www.tockky.com/
mailto:office@acoustic4you.com

